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Abstract

Global signal regression (GSR) is a controversial analysis method, since its removal of

signal has been observed to reduce the reliability of functional connectivity esti-

mates. Here, we used test–retest reliability to characterize potential differences in

spatial patterns between conventional, static GSR (sGSR) and a novel dynamic form

of GSR (dGSR). In contrast with sGSR, dGSR models the global signal at a time delay

to correct for blood arrival time. Thus, dGSR accounts for greater variation in global

signal, removes blood-flow-related nuisance signal, and leaves higher quality neuro-

nal signal remaining. We used intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) to estimate

the reliability of functional connectivity in 462 healthy controls from the Human

Connectome Project. We tested across two factors: denoising method used (control,

sGSR, and dGSR), and interacquisition interval (between days, or within session while

varying phase encoding direction). Reliability was estimated regionally to identify

topographic patterns for each condition. sGSR and dGSR provided global reductions

in reliability compared with the non-GSR control. Test–retest reliability was highest

in the frontoparietal and default mode regions, and lowest in sensorimotor cortex for

all conditions. dGSR provides more effective denoising in regions where both strate-

gies greatly reduce reliability. Both GSR methods substantially reduced test–retest

reliability, which was most evident in brain regions that had low reliability prior to

denoising. These findings suggest that reliability of interregional correlation is likely

inflated by the global signal, which is thought to primarily reflect dynamic blood flow.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Resting-state neuroimaging is a flexible technique that has been used

to explore intrinsic and dynamic properties of the human brain.

Resting-state functional connectivity measures the covariation of

blood oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal between separate

brain regions, generally in the absence of an explicit task in order to

infer neuronal connectivity. It is advantageous as a paradigm because

participants can be successfully scanned with minimal instruction or

cooperation, making it especially attractive for studying early stages

of cognitive development and in neuropsychiatric populations. This

technique is used to identify coactivating brain areas at rest (Biswal
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et al., 1995; Buckner et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2005), and has potential

as a diagnostic tool for neuropsychiatric disorders (Fox &

Greicius, 2010; Greicius et al., 2007). There is strong evidence for the

reproducibility of the networks commonly observed via functional

connectivity from analogous findings in structural diffusion tensor

imaging (Damoiseaux & Greicius, 2009; Van Den Heuvel & Pol, 2010)

and independent components analysis (ICA; Zuo et al., 2010). How-

ever, concerns remain about the reliability and replicability of func-

tional connectivity estimates. In some cases, the recommended best

practices for analyzing resting state data result in a decrease in reli-

ability, while other factors increase it (Noble et al., 2019). In this study,

we evaluated the effects of: (1) type of global signal regression (GSR),

and (2) interacquisition interval, on test–retest reliability of connectiv-

ity calculated from resting state acquisitions in the Human Connec-

tome Project (HCP).

Test–retest reliability, which throughout the rest of the article,

we refer to as “reliability,” reflects how stable a measurement is

between two timepoints of data acquisition and is commonly assessed

using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC; Shrout &

Fleiss, 1979). Highly reliable data suggest replicability of findings but

does not confirm the validity of the test metric. Instead, reliability is

thought to ascribe an upper bound on the validity of a measurement

(for review, see Noble et al., 2019). Reliability of resting state data is

affected by scanning parameters, acquisition signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR), normal variation of connectivity over short and long timescales,

and physiological nuisance fluctuations. Acquiring data at longer dura-

tions (Birn et al., 2013; Elliott et al., 2019), with faster sampling (Shah

et al., 2016), and shorter between-scan intervals (Birn et al., 2013),

have all been shown to improve reliability estimates. In contrast,

efforts to denoise data through GSR (Braun et al., 2012; Tozzi

et al., 2020), cardiac and respiratory regression (Birn et al., 2014;

Shirer et al., 2015), and motion correction (Parkes et al., 2018) gener-

ally cause a decrease in estimated reliability of resting state data.

These decreases are due to the removal of replicable motion artifacts.

Indeed, previous work has established that motion artifacts have char-

acteristic profiles around the edges of the brain and ventricles across

subjects (Bianciardi et al., 2009), which are likely to be replicated

within-subjects. When taken together, the net result is an increase in

reliability when acquiring higher quality data, but also a decrease

when high amplitude artifacts, which have spatiotemporal consistency

across sessions, are removed via denoising methods. These patterns

are a reminder that Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is

an indirect measure of neural activation that is masked by constant

noise from the scanner, movement artifacts, and physiological

confounds.

Poor reliability of resting state connectivity reflects a broader

issue of reproducibility in neuroimaging (Poldrack et al., 2017), and it

is critical to systematically study the impact of analysis techniques as

studies using resting-state fMRI become more prevalent. In order to

assess the reliability of the underlying neural signal, it is necessary to

remove artifactual sources of data that may spuriously inflate the esti-

mation of reliability. Static GSR (sGSR) is a common denoising step

that consists of computing the average signal across all brain voxels,

and subsequently regressing that time course out of each voxel. Early

research suggested that the average global signal was comprised of

low-frequency noise generated by cardiac, respiratory, and other

physiological sources (Lund et al., 2006; Murphy & Fox, 2017). These

theories have been partially supported, with respiration and cardiac

frequencies (0.1–0.5 and 0.6–1.2 Hz, respectively) contributing signifi-

cantly to correlation coefficients in arterial, venous, and cerebrospinal

fluid voxels. Thus, removing these signals using an sGSR approach

promises to enhance the ability to assess correlations between more

pure neuronal signals. However, the source of lower frequency com-

ponents (0.01–0.1 Hz) of the global signal, which contribute roughly

90% to correlation estimates for cortical voxels (Cordes et al., 2001),

is not fully understood. Nevertheless, an incomplete understanding of

the global signal has not impeded attempts to remove it through linear

regression. This initially raised concerns about how sGSR may mathe-

matically introduce potentially spurious anticorrelations (Fox

et al., 2009), but ultimately researchers cautiously encouraged its use

within the proper contexts (Murphy & Fox, 2017; Murphy

et al., 2009). sGSR offers an improvement to reliability of graph metric

estimates in resting state data (Andellini et al., 2015) and enhances

the specificity of correlations between regions (Weissenbacher

et al., 2009), but may reduce the reliability of regional homogeneity

estimates (Zuo et al., 2013).

Whatever the ultimate source of the signal may be, a likely expla-

nation for its pervasive nature is that the global signal underlies all

fMRI activity because it is carried by blood, which perfuses the entire

brain. This is supported by evidence that the global signal strongly

correlates with external measurements of blood parameters such as

pressure, heart rate, arterial carbon dioxide, and peripheral fingertip

oxygenated hemoglobin (Birn et al., 2006; Erdo�gan et al., 2016; Power

et al., 2017; Tong et al., 2012; Whittaker et al., 2019; Wise

et al., 2004). This issue highlights a complicating factor for signal

denoising as the global signals associated with blood flow have been

shown to have differential time delays throughout the brain (Christen

et al., 2015; Frederick et al., 2012; Tong & Frederick, 2010) when

cross-correlated with resting state time courses, indicating a range of

blood arrival times in various regions. These findings led to the devel-

opment of dynamic GSR (dGSR), which also removes the global signal

through regression, but with the additional step of using an optimal

time-delay in every voxel to account for variable blood arrival times.

Recent work has demonstrated improvements to the specificity of

both positive and negative correlations for posterior cingulate cortex

seed-based connectivity when using dGSR, compared with sGSR

(Erdo�gan et al., 2016). Additionally, dGSR eliminates �20% more vari-

ance associated with systemic signal compared with sGSR. Based on

these assumptions, we hypothesized that the use of a rigorous

denoising procedure (dGSR) would reduce reliability of functional con-

nectivity estimates compared with sGSR, by removing a larger amount

of reliable hemodynamic artifact, and that this relationship would be

most evident in regions associated with high blood volume and early

blood flow.
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2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Our sample was obtained from the Young Adult dataset (1200 subject

release) as part of the HCP (Van Essen et al., 2013). We selected a

subset of participants chosen to ensure generalization to neurotypical

healthy controls based on exclusion criterion from a prior study (Janes

et al., 2020). Briefly, participants were excluded if they had been diag-

nosed with a psychiatric or neurological disorder, a history of past

substance use, or current substance use during scanning sessions, as

confirmed by alcohol breathalyzer and urine samples. The final sample

included 462 healthy control subjects (281 women Mage = 28.66).

The self-reported ethnic descent of the sample was White (n = 351),

Black or African American (n = 64), Asian, Native Hawaiian, or Pacific

Islander (n = 35), multiracial (n = 6), and unknown or not

reported (n = 6).

2.2 | Data acquisition

Participants underwent a two-day visit at an HCP research site, where

each day included a 2-h scanning session for acquiring structural,

task-based, and resting-state MRI. On each day there was a resting-

state scanning session (REST1 or REST2), where researchers obtained

two 15-min blocks of data that were either left-to-right (LR) or right-

to-left (RL) phase encoded, one order following the other. For resting

state scans, gradient-echo Echoplanar Images (EPI) were acquired with

the following parameters: Repetition time (TR) = 720 ms, Echo time

(TE) = 33.1 ms, flip angle = 52�, Field of View (FOV) = 208 � 180 mm,

matrix = 104 �90 mm, resolution = 2 mm isotropic voxels, Multiband

factor = 8, and echo spacing 0.58 ms. These data were minimally pre-

processed by the HCP consortium (Glasser et al., 2013), and denoised

using ICA-FIX (FMRIB's ICA-based Xnoisifier) as described in Salimi-

Khorshidi et al. (2014) and Griffanti, et al. (2014). This standardized pre-

processing pipeline includes realignment, normalization to Montreal

Neurological Institute (MNI) space, spatial smoothing, and subjected to

automated removal of motion and other artifacts using ICA-FIX. Fur-

thermore, these data were converted into brainordinates, which

remaps the data to “grayordinates”—a parcellation of cortical and

subcortical gray matter voxels. For the following analyses, we utilized

the grayordinate data.

2.3 | Data analysis overview

We compared the reliability of resting state data across two factors:

which denoising processing stream was used (control, sGSR, or dGSR),

and interacquisition interval. For the purposes of this study, we refer

to the 24 h interval contrast as “day” and the 15-min interval as

“phase” due to the co-occuring factor of phase encoding direction.

The control group used resting state data that were preprocessed

according to (Smith et al., 2013), minimally preprocessed according to

the HCP (Glasser et al., 2013) and then had artifacts removed using

ICA + FIX (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014) without any form of GSR.

Both sGSR and dGSR were performed on ICA-FIX-extended data

using the “rapidtide” implementation of the RIPTiDe (Regressor Inter-

polation at Progressive Time Delays) algorithm (Erdo�gan et al., 2016).

RIPTiDe denoising models the global mean signal as the sum over the

brain of a nuisance time course that is thought to travel with flowing

blood, arriving at different voxels at different times. The procedure

estimates the traveling signal, determines when it arrives at each

voxel, then applies a voxel-wise delay to the waveform to generate

and remove voxel-specific nuisance regressors. Importantly, the esti-

mation of moving regressor was performed on unparcellated volumet-

ric data that had not undergone ICA-FIX motion denoising. Aso et al.

(2017) showed that ICA denoising methods such as ICA-FIX makes

lag estimation unreliable in regions where noise has been removed, as

the delay is estimated from the noise itself, and accurate delay estima-

tion is needed for regressor refinement. However, once the moving

regressor has been found, we have verified that there is no significant

difference in results whether rapidtide denoising is run before or after

ICA-FIX on grayordinate data; in areas where ICA-FIX has already

removed the noise, rapidtide denoising (and accurate lag determina-

tion) is not required. The denoised timeseries data were then parcel-

lated into 400 cortical and 19 subcortical regions using the Shaeffer

Atlas (Schaefer et al., 2018) and HCP's 1200-subject parcellation. Par-

cellation averages the timeseries data of all grayordinate voxels

included in each region, which varied in size between 70 and

258 timeseries for our mapping.

Parcellated connectomes were generated for each analysis stream

by calculating Pearson's correlation coefficients between the signals

of each pair of regions. These analyses can be understood in terms of

graph theory, where each region is described as a “node,” and any

relationship between nodes, such as correlation, is described as an

“edge.” Others have identified the impact of methodological choices

on edge-level estimates of reliability (Noble et al., 2019; Tozzi

et al., 2020). These edge-level estimates have conventionally been

averaged to describe ICC patterns at broader levels of analysis (Tozzi

et al., 2020; Yoo et al., 2019). Ultimately, we sought to understand

the impact of denoising techniques, and to characterize spatial vari-

ability of reliability when applied to resting state data.

2.4 | Standard pipeline

ICA-FIX-extended data were released by the HCP consortium as

grayordinate timeseries files with the suffix (rfMRI_RESTX_Y_A-

tlas_hp2000_clean.dtseries.nii, where X is 1 or 2, and Y is RL or LR).

We used these files as the starting point for our analysis. The data

were parcellated (wb_command -cifti-parcellate) and connectomes

were created using HCP's Connectome Workbench (wb_command

-cifti-correlation). These data were then imported into MATLAB using

cifti analysis tools (https://github.com/Washington-University/cifti-

matlab) to organize the data for edge-level and region-level analyses.

We then calculated ICCs using a freely available software package in
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R (psych-ICC; Revelle, 2017). For region-level analyses, we averaged

the edge-level ICCs between each specific region with all other

regions. Additionally, for analyses comparing REST1 to REST2, we

included ICCs from both phase-encoding directions in the average

(and similarly for analyses contrasting phase). Contrasts between

denoising methods are masked to include only regions that change

with a Bonferroni-corrected p < .05.

2.5 | sGSR and dGSR

sGSR was derived by averaging the BOLD signal across all voxels of

the brain and regressing the signal out of each voxel. dGSR utilizes an

optimal time delay that maximizes the cross-correlation with the GSR

signal for each voxel. This ensures that a greater proportion of vari-

ance associated with the global signal is removed. Furthermore, this

process can be iteratively fine-tuned to estimate the artifact that

underlies the global signal. In order to do this, multiple passes through

the RIPTiDe algorithm are required. In each pass, the global signal is

re-estimated after time-shifting the data in each voxel by the derived

time delay for the prior pass. This refines the estimated global signal

and maximizes its fit to the data. For these analyses, we used three

passes. dGSR is explicitly designed to reject motion-based signal com-

ponents; during the refinement process, voxels with a time delay of

less than ±0.25 s are excluded from regressor generation. Since

motion effects (or other, external impulsive nuisance signal sources)

will have no time delay between voxels, this means that these compo-

nents will not make it into the final regressor (which is not the case

for sGSR). By removing a signal that closely resembles the low-

frequency blood signal at an incorrect time delay (i.e., zero seconds in

all voxels), sGSR introduces an anticorrelated copy of the regressed

signal at the time delay that should have been used. As we showed

(Erdo�gan et al., 2016), dGSR avoids this issue by removing the global

signal at the proper time delay. A more detailed description of dGSR

methods is available in the literature (Erdo�gan et al., 2016; Frederick

et al., 2012).

2.6 | Intraclass correlation coefficient

Broadly speaking, ICC is considered to be a group-level statistic that

refers to the temporal, or intraindividual stability of an index mea-

sured across multiple occasions (Zuo & Xing, 2014; Zuo et al., 2014).

ICC is calculated as the ratio of between-subject variance (numerator)

and total variance, which includes between-subject and within-subject

variance (denominator). Thus, ICC is affected by both intraindividual

differences and interindividual differences within the sample. Accord-

ing to Shrout and Fleiss (1979), reliability can be estimated using dif-

ferent formulae that can impact the generalizability of results. The

version we used for these analyses is ICC (2,1), which has been used

in prior work to test the reliability of resting state fMRI obtained at

different sites (Friedman et al., 2008). ICC (2,1) assesses the absolute

agreement between two raters (scanners) and is on a scale from 0 to

1. This measures the extent to which the correlation coefficients of

our data match exactly between the instances along the experimental

dimension of interest (e.g., day, phase encoding). By using ICC (2,1)

instead of ICC (3,1) we are not controlling for all fixed effects and will

obtain smaller test–retest estimates. However, our primary interest

was the relative increase in reliability that is obtained by using differ-

ent denoising methods rather than the ground truth of the reliability

estimate per se, and ICC (2,1) is considered to be more conservative

and generalizable if the results are intended to apply to other scanners

(for further discussion, see Chen et al., 2018; Noble et al., 2021). Reli-

ability estimates are traditionally interpreted on a scale of “poor”
(<0.4), “fair” (0.4–0.59), “good” (0.6–0.74), and “excellent” (>0.75;

Cicchetti and Sparrow 1981).

2.7 | Bland–Altman plots

Bland–Altman analysis is one way to quantitatively compare two

methods of measurement that examines the mean difference and

degree of agreement (Giavarina, 2015). Region-level ICC estimates

from control, sGSR, and dGSR groups are compared using this

technique.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Edge-level correlations

sGSR and dGSR shifted the distribution of Pearson correlation coeffi-

cients leftward, resulting in distributions centered around a lower

mean (Figure 1). The mean (M), between-subjects variance (σ2), and

standard error (SE) of these correlations after each denoising method

F IGURE 1 Distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients for
REST1 versus REST2 comparison. Denoising strategies are depicted in
green (control), purple (static global signal regression), and blue
(dynamic global signal regression). dGSR, dynamic global signal
regression; sGSR, static global signal regression
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were: control (M = 0.1565, σ2 = 0.0317, SE < 0.0001), sGSR

(M = 0.0800, σ2 = 0.0245, SE < 0.0001), and dGSR (M = 0.0821,

σ2 = 0.0213, SE < 0.0001). The mean correlations of the control data

were 0.1706 (REST1_LR), 0.1460 (REST1_RL), 0.1444 (REST2_LR),

and 0.1649 (REST2_RL). When comparing correlations by condition

for the control data, a two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

revealed that there was a significant interaction between the effects

of day and phase (F = 224,900, p < .0001).

As shown in Figure 2, when comparing sGSR to control for the

“day” contrast, we observed an increase in the percentage of poor

(45.3%–49.1%), good (6.3%–10.7%), and excellent edges (0.2%–

1.09%) and a decrease in fair edges (48.1%–39.1%). We found similar

results in dGSR for poor (45.3%–57.1%), good (6.3%–10.1%), excel-

lent (0.2%–0.98%), and fair edges (48.1%–31.9%).

When comparing sGSR to control for the “phase” contrast, we

observed an increase in the percentage of poor (19.8%–27.6%), good

(17.1%–18.4%), and excellent edges (0.5%–2.06%) and a decrease in

fair edges (62.5%–51.9%). dGSR resulted an increase for poor

(19.8%–38.6%) and excellent edges (0.5%–1.79%), and a decrease in

good (17.1%–16.0%), and fair edges (62.5%–43.6%).

3.2 | Region-level ICC estimates

We observed that sGSR on average causes no overall change in

regional reliability(Figure 3). In contrast, dGSR causes a very small

average decrease in reliability. Interestingly, both techniques appear

to preferentially increase the reliability of regions that have the high-

est initial reliability in the control condition, and conversely, decrease

the reliability of regions that have the lowest initial reliability. Unsur-

prisingly, we observed higher reliability estimates when comparing

within-session ICCs (phase contrast) than when comparing across

sessions (day contrast; Figure 4). It is worth noting that because dis-

tortion correction is not perfect, there may be asymmetries between

the within-session scans that would make comparing the two-phase

encode directions problematic. However, the fact that the ICC reli-

ability is significantly higher between the within-session scans than

between scans of the same phase encode direction in different ses-

sions clearly indicates that this asymmetry is not the dominant

source of interscan variability—rather, it is the time interval between

scans.

In our region-level analyses, we observed distinctly different pat-

terns in reliability alteration. We observed a strong pattern of

decreased reliability in sensorimotor, temporal, occipital cortical

regions, and subcortical regions (subcortical data shown in Supple-

mental Materials S1) in both the day and phase after dGSR processing.

In contrast, after sGSR processing, we saw a similar but weaker pat-

tern in the phase condition; in the day condition, we saw only sparse

F IGURE 2 Proportion of edges with intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICCs) <0.4 (blue), 0.4–0.6 (orange), 0.6–0.75 (yellow), and
0.75–1 (green) as defined by Cicchetti and Sparrow (1981). Three
denoising strategies (control, static global signal regression, and
dynamic global signal regression) are presented for the day (left) and
phase (right) contrasts. dGSR, dynamic global signal regression; sGSR,
static global signal regression

F IGURE 3 Bland–Altman plots comparing the difference in ICC between two methods at the region level. These test the efficacy of
denoising techniques at different ranges of reliability (some regions may start at low, or high reliability and be differentially affected by denoising).
Horizontal bars indicate the difference in means and 2 SD from the mean difference. ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; dGSR, dynamic global
signal regression; sGSR, static global signal regression
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regions of decreased and increased ICC (Figure 5). A direct compari-

son of the two denoising techniques reveals a pattern of decreased

ICC after dGSR processing, with decreases being largest in sensorimo-

tor, temporal, and occipital cortices.

3.3 | Post hoc correlation analyses

Our region-level analyses suggest that baseline estimates of reliability

may vary as a function of spatial location within the brain, and differ-

ences between denoising techniques (sGSR and dGSR) may also be

spatially based. We used post hoc correlations to test whether these

differences are associated with derived parameters of dGSR. First, we

tested whether dGSR's maximum Pearson correlation coefficient was

related to the difference in reliability between dGSR and sGSR. We

observed that regions with a higher maximum correlation value for

dGSR (which corresponds to a larger fraction of variance attributed to

the moving, blood-borne nuisance signal) were associated with

regions had greater relative reductions in ICC (R = �.39, p ≤ .001).

Next, we compared dGSR's optimized delay time to the difference in

reliability between dGSR and sGSR. We observed a significant correla-

tion (R = .11, p = .026) showing that regions with lower relative delay

times (which corresponds to earlier blood arrival times) were associ-

ated with greater relative reductions in ICC (Figure 6).

4 | DISCUSSION

We demonstrated region-specific increases and decreases in reliability

after using sGSR and dGSR. Our findings suggest that both increases

and decreases in ICC after using sGSR, which have previously been

reported (Noble et al., 2019) may be region-specific. These techniques

supplement standard preprocessing methods and are effective in

removing non-neuronal sources of global signal. In data that have a

significant portion of movement artifact removed with ICA-FIX it may

be possible to isolate blood-related variance that is not effectively

mitigated by standard preprocessing methods. The goal of using

denoising tools is to improve validity and reliability estimation of neu-

ronal correlation, even if the strength of the observed correlations is

reduced. The stability of the hemodynamic correlation between the

F IGURE 4 Region-level ICC values for the control, static global
signal regression, and dynamic global signal regression groups when
examining day (REST1 vs. REST2) and phase encoding (left-to-right
vs. right-to-left) contrasts. ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient;
dGSR, dynamic global signal regression; sGSR, static global signal
regression

F IGURE 5 Normalized percent change in test–retest reliability for day(top) and phase(bottom) contrasts. From left to right: sGSR–control,
dGSR–control, and dGSR–sGSR. The red overlay indicates greater reliability and blue indicates lower reliability. Only changes significant at a
Bonferroni-corrected p < .05 are colored. dGSR, dynamic global signal regression; sGSR, static global signal regression
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regions is based on the stability of the vascular architecture between

timepoints. The degree of correlation depends on the vascular struc-

ture, not the nuisance signal which is being correlated. If the corre-

lated blood signal between two regions is large compared with the

neuronal connectivity between the regions, removing the blood signal

will reduce reliability. We expected the largest differences to occur

where the most signal is being removed by dGSR. We note that the

underlying pattern of low reliability in the sensorimotor cortex and

superior temporal gyrus corresponds to the regions that have lower

values of optimized delay time from the dGSR analysis (as shown in

Figure 6), indicating a potential link between hemodynamic delay and

initial low reliability. In contrast, higher reliability was observed in

bilateral posterior parietal, middle temporal, superior frontal, and

medial frontal cortex. Overall, we conclude that sGSR and dGSR offer

likely improvements to the validity of resting state data for estimating

nonartifactual, neuronal connectivity, even in cases where the reliabil-

ity of regions is lowered.

Using sGSR and dGSR had broad impact on the edge strengths,

which are used to derive reliability estimates. For researchers who are

interested in the “ground truth” of correlational strength between

regional activity, the choice to use sGSR or dGSR is very important,

and should be carefully considered. We found an overall decrease in

median edge strength by using either sGSR or dGSR (Figure 1). These

findings are in agreement with the literature, where sGSR has been

shown to introduce spurious anticorrelations (Fox et al., 2009;

Murphy et al., 2009), whereas dGSR introduces fewer, and smaller,

spurious anticorrelations (Erdo�gan et al., 2016). Taken together our

data demonstrate that the global signal is responsible for inflating the

number and strength of positive edge correlations observed in resting

state data (Figure 2).

4.1 | Region-level versus edge-level reliability

The impact of sGSR and dGSR on edge proportions are nearly identi-

cal to previous work by Tozzi et al. (2020). Reliability has convention-

ally been examined at the edge level, with few studies attempting to

test for effects at the region level. Edge-level statistics may be more

generalizable for studies that are examining specific correlations

between nodes of a network. However, while individual edges are

important for specialized research, it may not be optimal to devise

preprocessing protocols that are optimized on these grounds. Examin-

ing the reliability of all correlations of a region, as we have employed

here, can identify potential underlying regional variations in the ICC

metric.

Indeed, we observed symmetrical bilateral patterns of reliability

that were apparent when contrasting scan day or phase encoding.

This underlying topographical distribution of ICC has not been

reported at this level of detail in prior studies. Tozzi et al. (2020)

reported similar findings that superior parietal, middle temporal lobes,

and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex had the highest proportion of reli-

able edges. Additionally, a review of the outstanding reliability

F IGURE 6 The difference in test–retest reliability between denoising methods(dGSR–sGSR) is correlated with two derived parameters of
dGSR: Maximum correlation coefficient (top row), and optimized delay time (bottom row). Larger correlation values (red) indicate that more signal
is removed from dGSR. Smaller optimized delay times (blue) indicate an earlier offset of the regressed dGSR signal, also corresponding to faster
perfusion of blood. dGSR, dynamic global signal regression; sGSR, static global signal regression
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literature found that frontoparietal and default mode networks tend

to be the most reliable (Noble et al., 2019). Past work has shown that

these networks in particular have highly reliable functional architec-

ture across session, scans, and tasks (Finn et al., 2015). This study

highlights broadly distributed, coordinated neuronal activity that pro-

cesses some aspect of ongoing task demands. It is worth noting that

the maximum correlation values between the global signal and the

region time courses are lower in the frontoparietal regions than the

more posterior portions of the cortex, indicating that the contribution

of global hemodynamic effects to the signal is lowest in this region,

even before correction.

4.2 | Commonalities of sGSR and dGSR

There are small, but significant differences between Pearson correla-

tion distributions that result from using sGSR and dGSR. However,

these differences are small when compared with the distribution of

the control condition of no regression (Figure 1), and when examining

edge proportions (Figure 2). Furthermore, relative decreases in reli-

ability seem to be strongly associated with the baseline level of reli-

ability of each region (Figure 3). When examining the impact of sGSR

and dGSR by region, we can draw several conclusions. First, we

observed a similar pattern in reliability across the cortex after correc-

tion, with a significant reduction in ICC in the sensorimotor cortex,

and limited, scattered increases in frontal and parietal regions. Fur-

thermore, these patterns of ICC change resemble the spatial distribu-

tion of ICC strength in the control group (Figure 4) in both the day

and phase contrast.

4.3 | Differences between sGSR and dGSR

Our data indicate that dGSR yields relative reductions in reliability

across the cortex compared with sGSR. These findings are strongest

in regions that have low initial reliability (sensorimotor cortex, superior

temporal gyrus, and occipital cortex). This pattern is present in both

day and phase contrasts. If we were to base our choice of denoising

tools solely on the change in ICC and on the reasonable assumption

that higher reliability is better, sGSR would be preferable to dGSR.

However, a review of the literature indicates that the application of

denoising procedures often results in decreases in ICC (Noble

et al., 2019). Some have suggested that reductions in reliability due to

signal processing of artifacts are not necessarily bad—as they could

improve the validity of estimate of the underlying neuronal signal of

interest by removing spatially consistent, “reliable” artifacts (Birn

et al., 2014; Noble et al., 2021). Furthermore, we know a priori that

the regression for dGSR extracts more signal associated with the

global mean than sGSR, from all voxels. Therefore, the comparative

decrease in reliability that we observe in the dGSR condition is more

likely to reflect the correlations of underlying neuronal signal rather

than systemic hemodynamic signal. We hesitate to make prescriptive

recommendations based on reliability measures, since they can be

inflated in the presence of artifacts and have a complex relationship

with other experimental sources of variance. Instead, considering the

impact of these techniques on several metrics together may be more

helpful in determining which method is preferable. Prior studies have

demonstrated that dGSR introduces substantially fewer spurious

anticorrelations than sGSR (Erdo�gan et al., 2016) and suggests that

many of the anticorrelations that remain may be neuronal in origin.

The difference in ICC between techniques was related to dGSR's

estimated delay times (r = .11) and the maximum correlation value for

regions (r = �.39). To interpret these findings, it is worth noting that

regions that have the “lowest” relative delay time would be perfused

with blood first, and regions with the highest maximum correlation

would have the most signal regressed out. That is to say, that these

regions should enjoy the largest benefits from dGSR; our observations

demonstrate that these are also the regions with lower ICC. The time

lag pattern modeled by dGSR is a phenomenon that is likely to be the

result of traveling hemodynamic signals rather than traveling neuronal

signals associated with a visual stimulus (Amemiya et al., 2020). There-

fore, we conclude that this parameter reflects a confounding blood-

flow related physiological artifact. The differences we observed

between sGSR and dGSR are small, but may be more stark in popula-

tions where blood flow parameters are more variable. Further work is

required to determine what effects this confounding factor has on

clinical subgroups that have dysregulated blood flow within the brain

(i.e., stroke) or altered vascular function due to central nervous system

activity and substance use. For instance, Zubieta et al. (2005) showed

that tobacco smokers have increased cerebral blood flow in regions

associated with memory, craving, and cue salience. It is possible that

this type of effect may be quantifiable through dGSR as changes in

the maximum correlation (more blood flow signal is flowing to an area)

or delay time (a more responsive or faster perfusion of blood).

4.4 | Limitations

One limitation of this study is the reliance on HCP data, whose para-

digm includes both 15-min scan intervals and directional phase-

encoding as co-occuring variables. Thus, it would require a reduction

of power to determine the effect of phase encoding on the data rela-

tive to scanning interval. Furthermore, there appears to be a signifi-

cant order effect in mean correlations observed in the data—which

were counterbalanced (RL followed by LR for the first fMRI session,

LR followed by RL in the second session) according to the HCP 1200

Subjects release manual. This effect could be a source of variance that

confounds our estimates of reliability. We note that this analysis made

use of the multiple runs of the standard HCP-YA dataset to assess

reliability, in order to both be directly comparable to the work of Tozzi

et al., 2020, and to shed light on the effect of denoising on analyses

of these data. Future work will assess the effects of these analyses

when applied to datasets explicitly collected to evaluate test–retest

reliability, such as those from the Consortium for Reliability and

Reproducibility (Zuo & Xing, 2014; Zuo et al., 2014). Additionally,

other sources of nuisance variance in the MRI signal such as varying
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coil temperature (Firbank et al., 2000) may affect SNR, confounding

the “ground truth” of reliability estimations. Future studies using

test–retest designs should consider the impact that this and other nui-

sance factors have on outcome metrics such as ICC, and denoising

procedures. Moreover, we observed lower between-subjects variance

when using denoising methods (compared with control). The numera-

tor and denominator for the calculation of ICC both contain between-

subject variance, and as such, these differences may contribute to the

changes in ICC we observed. Future work should consider the impact

of denoising methods on both between-subjects and within-subjects

variance and consider reporting these as outcome metrics to aid inter-

pretation of reliability estimates. Moreover, refining methodology to

optimize measurements to ensure they have high interindividual vari-

ability may circumvent this potential problem (Zuo et al., 2019). A sec-

ond limitation is that these data were obtained from the HCP young

adult cohort, therefore these findings may not generalize to signifi-

cantly older or younger populations. Differences in the development

of grey and white matter often found in early adolescence may be

more represented in this sample than any atrophy that may occur in

old age (Tamnes et al., 2013). Furthermore, it is unclear how vascular

pathology in older adults may relate to blood-flow-related artifacts or

denoising through sGSR or dGSR.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

We present the effects of two global signal denoising methods on the

reliability of functional connectivity estimates in resting state fMRI.

The global signal for fMRI data is for the most part an artifact arising

from non-neuronal physiological processes. Removing this signal

should lead to more accurate quantification of local neuronal signals;

however, the effect this has on “reliability” as measured by ICC is

complex, and there are additional factors that affect what the optimal

denoising strategy is. For instance, several studies have indicated that

while sGSR is important for removing global artifacts, it may simulta-

neously introduce spurious anticorrelations (Erdo�gan et al., 2016; Fox

et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2009). More work is needed to understand

the underlying characteristics of the global signal to fine-tune denois-

ing methods to effectively remove artifactual signal while maintaining

the integrity of the neuronal signal. Using dGSR has the benefit of

introducing fewer spurious anticorrelations than sGSR (Erdo�gan

et al., 2016) while producing similar effects on reliability of resting

state correlation estimates. Future work should corroborate the

underlying bases for the signal removed by dGSR using other methods

of estimating blood flow artifacts.
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